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      We, who hailed from different political parties with divergent viewpoints during 

the period of martial law, have transcended our inner shackles and barriers. Out of our 

loyalty to our country and our love for Taiwan, and after several months of meetings 

and discussions, we hereby solemnly propose, as private individuals, the following 

“Five Principles” to help resolve the so-called "China problem" or "Taiwan problem" 

that has long plagued governments and people across the Taiwan Strait: 

 1.  The current status quo should be respected and maintained and not changed 

unilaterally. 

 2.  The current status quo is: Both the Republic of China and the People's Republic 

of China have been co-existing since 1949; and their relationship has changed 

from one of "belligerent governments" to one of "governments with separate 

jurisdiction". 

 3.  The term "One China Principle" or "One China Framework" has already been 

twisted and interpreted by certain people as a synonym of the term "People's 

Republic of China," hence unable to accurately reflect the current cross-strait 

situation, and increasingly disapproved by the 23 million people in Taiwan.  We 

recommend replacing the old terms with the term "Greater One China 

Framework" that would be more compatible with the real situation, and pave the 

road toward further reconciliation. 

 4.  The "Greater One China Framework" will serve, at present stage, as a transitional 

scheme and as a basis to form an imperfect international legal personality by the 

two sides, the Republic of China and the People's Republic of China, resolving 

matters of mutual concern through consensus. 

 5.  Under the “Greater One China Framework”, both sides should end hostilities and 

jointly maintain peace and security in the region. Both sides promise not to take 

military action against each other or sign military pacts with other countries that 

may be prejudicial to the other side. Both sides shall have the right to join the 

United Nations and other international organizations and to establish normal 

relations with other countries. 

         In the twentieth century, the ravaging civil war in China and the decades-long 

martial law in Taiwan have engrained the people with deep hostility and unforgiving 

hatred. These emotions provide cheap fodder for the political parties to engage in 

power struggle, resulting in a total lack of communication between the Blue and 



Green camps, which continues to fracture the nation.  Even cross-strait policies that 

deeply affect the survival and economy of the nation have been manipulated by 

ideologies and remain deadlocked.  A shattered Taiwan will have no future. 

         Our appeal is just a beginning.  We hope these principles would develop, 

through brainstorming with people from all fields, into an inter-party consensus, a 

Taiwan consensus and a consensus of the Republic of China, and it would become a 

foundation for the peaceful development of the cross-strait relations. We 

sincerely hope that our nation shall not forget our faith in liberty, equality and 

fraternity; that our government shall remember the commitment in our constitution 

which states that the government is of the people, by the people and for the people; 

and we fervently pray that forgiveness and reconciliation will guide the people in 

Taiwan into a brighter and better future and leave hatred and hostility behind in the 

twentieth century. 
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